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Abstract We improve the running time of the general algorithmic technique known as Baker’s approach (1994)
on H-minor-free graphs fromO(nf(|H|)) to O(f(|H |)nO(1)) showing that it is fixed-parameter tractable w.r.t.
the parameter|H |. The numerous applications include e.g. a2-approximation for coloring and PTASes for various
problems such as dominating set and max-cut, where we obtainsimilar improvements.
On classes of odd-minor-free graphs, which have gained significant attention in recent time, we obtain a similar
acceleration for a variant of the structural decompositiontheorem proved by Demaine et al. (2010) and a Baker-
style decomposition into 2 graphs of bounded treewidth. We use these algorithms to derive faster2-approximations;
furthermore, we present the first PTASes and subexponentialFPT-algorithms for independent set and vertex cover
on these graph classes using a novel dynamic programming technique.
We also introduce a technique to derive (nearly) subexponential parameterized algorithms onH-minor-free graphs.
We provide auniformalgorithm running in timeinf0<ǫ≤1 O((1 + ǫ)k + nO(1/ǫ)), wheren is the size of the input
andk is the number of vertices or edges in the solution. Our technique applies, in particular, to problems such as
Steiner tree, (directed) subgraph with a property, (directed) longest path, and (connected/independent) dominating
set, on some or all proper minor-closed graph classes, many of which were previously not even known to admit
an algorithm with running time better thanO(2knO(1)). We obtain as a corollary that all problems with a minor-
monotone subexponential kernel and amenable to our technique can be solved in subexponentialFPT-time on
H-minor free graphs. This results in a general methodology for subexponential parameterized algorithms outside
the framework of bidimensionality.

Keywords: Parameterized Complexity; Graph Minors; Odd Minors; Subexponential Algorithms; Kernels.

1 Introduction

One of the most seminal results in algorithmic graph theory is arguably Baker’s approach [1] for designing polynomial-
time approximation schemes (PTAS) for a wide range of problems on planar graphs. Ever since its discovery, it has
been applied and generalized in various ways, see e.g. [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. The essence of the idea is the following: for
any givent, one can partition a planar graph intot parts, so that removing any one of the parts results in a graphof
bounded treewidth. Now, to obtain a PTAS, we observe that ift is appropriately chosen, there must exist a part that
contains at most anǫ-fraction of an optimal solution; this can often be combinedwith the solution in the remainder of
the graph to obtain a(1 + ǫ)-approximation.

H-minor-free graphs, i.e. proper graph classes that are closed under building minors, have gained significant
attention in the past two decades, especially due to Robertson and Seymour’s graph minor theory, one of the deepest
and most far-reaching theories in discrete mathematics in the past few decades. These classes include, e.g. planar
graphs, bounded-genus graphs, linklessly embeddable graphs and apex graphs. Using the deep Robertson-Seymour
(RS-) decomposition theorem [10], Grohe [4] generalized Baker’s technique toH-minor-free graphs and Demaine
et al. [7] showed the partitioning theorem mentioned above for all these graph classes. However, both their methods
result in algorithms with running timeO(nf(|H|)), for some computable functionf ; sinceH is assumed to be fixed,
this is considered polynomial.

Improving Baker’s Decomposition. We provide the first algorithm for Baker’s decomposition running in time
O(g(|H |)nO(1)), for some computable functiong. This is a significant acceleration of the previous results,espe-
cially considering the fact that the constants in graph minor theory, such as the functionsf, g above, are usually
huge. This immediately implies similar improvements on allthe consequences of this algorithm, especiallyall the
generic approximation algorithms and schemes in [4,7] and Baker’s original problems [1]. In particular, we ob-
tain the first2-approximation for COLORING H-minor-free graphs in the given time bound and the first PTAS for
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INDEPENDENTSET, M INIMUM COLOR SUM, MAX -CUT, MAXIMUM P -MATCHING, and DOMINATING SET on
these graph classes while avoiding|H | in the exponent ofn in their running time. Our main idea is derived from
Dawar et al.’s approach [11] of finding a certain tree decomposition ofH-minor-free graphs that is more tractable than
the RS-decomposition.

Parameterized Complexity. In the language of parameterized complexity, our result above shows that partitioning
H-minor-free graphs in the described way isfixed-parameter tractable (FPT) when parameterized by|H |. In this
framework, for a given problem of sizen and parameterk, we are interested in algorithms with a running time of
O(f(k)nO(1)), wheref is some computable function depending solely onk; we then say that the problem at hand is
in FPT. The theory also provides negative evidence that some problems are most likely notFPT; we refer to the books
of Downey and Fellows [12] and Flum and Grohe [13] for more background on parameterized complexity.

Once a problem is shown to beFPT, the challenge is to provide algorithms that have the smallest dependence
on the parameterk, i.e. make the functionf in the running time as small as possible. It is especially desirable to
obtainsubexponentialfunctions and thus provide particularly fast algorithms. Whereas this is often not possible in
general graphs, a plethora of results exist that show the existence of such algorithms on restricted graph classes,
such asH-minor-free graphs. Perhaps the most general technique to obtain subexponential parameterized algorithms
on these graph classes is the theory ofbidimensionality[14] that captures almost all known results of this type on
H-minor-free graphs. Still, this theory does not apply to a number of prominent problems, such as STEINER TREE,
CONNECTEDDOMINATING SET, and DIRECTEDk-PATH.

One way to show fixed-parameter tractability of a problem is to show the existence of akernelfor the problem,
which is a polynomial-time algorithm that transforms any instance into an equivalent instance whose size is bounded
by a functiong solely dependent onk, called thesizeof the kernel. Kernelization can be seen as polynomial-time
pre-processing with a quality guarantee and has gained muchtheoretical importance in the recent years – besides its
natural practical importance. For an introduction to kernels we refer to the survey by Guo and Niedermeier [15].

Guess and Conquer. In this work, we provide a new framework, that we callguess and conquer, to obtain (nearly)
subexponential parameterized algorithms onH-minor-free graphs for an abundant number of parameterizedproblems.
Whenever the problem at hand admits a minor-monotone subexponential kernel, our method results indeed in a subex-
ponential algorithm; otherwise, we obtain an algorithm with a running timeO(2O(

√
k logn)nO(1)) = inf0<ǫ≤1O((1+

ǫ)k+nO(1/ǫ)) which we callnearlysubexponential. Note that ifk = O(log n), our running time is fully polynomial in
the input and ifk = ω(logn), it is subexponentialFPT in k. Hence, except for a “small range” of possible parameter
values, we have a subexponentialFPT algorithm. In fact, we show that the problems we consider, admit a minor-
monotone subexponential kernel onH-minor-free graphs if and only if they admit a subexponential FPT algorithm
on these graph classes. Note that in general graphs, even a linear kernel results only in an exponentialFPT-algorithm.

Our technique applies in particular to CONNECTEDDOMINATING SET and STEINER TREE (at least) in bounded-
genus graphs and DIRECTED k-PATH in all H-minor-free graphs, none of which are known to admit subexponential
FPT-algorithms inH-minor-free graphs; for the latter two, such algorithms arenot even known for planar graphs.

At the time of preparation of this paper, we became aware thatDorn et al. [16] recently and independently ob-
tained similar nearly subexponential algorithms for some problems, albeitonly on apex-minor-freegraphs – whereas
our techniques apply to generalH-minor-free graphs. The focus of their work is on directed graph problems and in
particular, they obtain a nearly subexponentialFPT-algorithm for DIRECTEDk-PATH in apex-minor-free graphs (fur-
thermore, they obtain a number of subexponentialFPT-algorithms for problems that we do not consider in this work).
The second method they present in their paper is indeed similar to what we call guess and conquer in this work but it
is only formulated for a specific problem, not in general terms as we do, and also not for the wide range of problems
we consider; in particular, our technique for domination and covering problems is completely new. Additionally, their
method works only for problems with a polynomial kernel whereas we also obtain nearly subexponential algorithms
on problems without such a kernel. Furthermore, even on problems with a kernel we obtain faster algorithms, having
a running time ofO(2O(

√
k log k)nO(1)) instead ofO(2O(

√
k log k)nO(1)) of [16].

Odd-Minor-Free Graphs. The class of odd-minor-free graphs has attained extensiveattention in the graph theory
literature [17,18] and recently, in theoretical computer science [19,20,21]. They are strictly more general thanH-
minor-free graphs as they include, for example, all bipartite graphs and may contain a quadratic number of edges.
In addition to their role in graph minor theory and structural graph theory, they bear important connections to the
MAX -CUT problem [17] and Hadwiger’s conjecture [22,19]. We refer tothe work of Demaine et al. [20] for a more
thorough introduction to odd-minor-free graphs and their significance.
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Demaine et al. [20] prove a decomposition theorem for odd-H-minor-free graphs that is similar to the RS-
decomposition ofH-minor-free graphs and present anO(nf(|H|)) algorithm to compute such a decomposition. From
this, they derive a Baker-style decomposition of odd-minor-free graphs into2 graphs of bounded treewidth. We iden-
tify an intermediate decomposition implicit in [20] that iscomputable inFPT-time and proves to be very useful
algorithmically: on one hand, we deduce the Baker-style decomposition into2 parts and a number of2-approximation
algorithms (most notably for COLORING) in FPT-time as a corollary; on the other hand, we can answer a question
that is posed several times by Demaine et al. in [20], affirmatively: nameley, whether the PTASes and subexponential
FPT-algorithms for VERTEX COVER and INDEPENDENTSET can be generalized fromH-minor-free graphs to odd-
minor-free graphs. We show how to obtain such algorithms by introducing a novel dynamic programming technique
on odd-minor-free graphs based on solving a certain weighted version of the considered problems in bipartite graphs.
These are the first PTASes and subexponentialFPT-algorithms developed on odd-minor-free graphs.

Organization. We recall some relevant notions from graph theory and parameterized complexity in Section 2. The
partitioning algorithm and its implications are presentedin Section 3. In Section 4, we state and discuss our technique
for (nearly) subexponentialFPT-algorithms. Our algorithms on odd-minor-free graphs are presented in Section 5 and
we conclude in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

We collect the relevant concepts from parameterized complexity and graph theory.

Subexponential Algorithms and FPT. We use the standard notions of parameterized complexity and bounded fixed-
parameter tractability [13]. A parameterized problem is said to befixed-parameter tractable(FPT) if for any instance
of sizen with parameterk it can be solved in timef(k)nO(1), for some computable functionf solely dependant on
k. If f belongs to a classF of functions fromN to N, we say that our problem is inF -FPT. We denote2k

O(1)

-FPT,
2O(k)-FPT, and2o

eff(k)-FPT by EXPT, EPT, andSUBEPT, respectively; here,f ∈ oeff(g) if there existsn0 ∈ N and
a computable, nondecreasing and unbounded functionι : N → N, such thatf(n) ≤ g(n)

ι(n) for all n ≥ n0. A problem is
subexponential fixed-parameter tractableif it is in SUBEPT.

Observe that if a problem is inSUBEPT then there exists an algorithm for the problem, so that for any fixedα > 0
the algorithm runs in timeO(2αknO(1)). We define a problem to be inSUBEPT+ if it is solved by an algorithmA,
so that for any fixedα > 0, the running time ofA is O(2αknO(1/α)). Observe that we require asingle (uniform)
algorithm to have this property for the considered problem.Clearly,SUBEPT ⊆ SUBEPT+ ⊆ EPT. Note that the
non-uniform exponential time hypothesis (ETH)implies thatSUBEPT+ 6= EPT.

Kernels. A kernelof a parameterized problem is a fully polynomial algorithm that given an instance of sizen and
parameterk, returns aequivalent reduced instanceof the same problem of sizef(k) and parameterk′ ≤ k. The
functionf denotes thesizeof the kernel; we then speak of alinear, polynomial, and subexponentialkernel, respectively.
Kernelization is a major technique in fixed parameter complexity as any computable parameterized problem is inFPT

if and only if it admits a kernel [23].

Graphs and Minors. We usually denote graphs by lettersG,H , and refer to their vertex/edge sets byV (G) and
E(G), respectively. Unless otherwise mentioned, our graphs haven vertices andm edges. For a subsetU ⊆ V (G),
we writeG[U ] to denote the subgraph ofG induced byU . Ther-neighborhoodof a vertexv, denoted byNr(v), is the
set of vertices at distance at mostr from v; we defineN(v) = N1(v). We letdG(u, v) denote the distance between
verticesu, v ∈ V (G). For an edgee = uv in G, we define the operationG/e of contractinge as identifyingu and
v and removing all loops and duplicate edges. A graphH is aminor of G, written asH � G, if it can be obtained
from G by a series of vertex and edge deletions and contractions. WesayG is anH-minor-free graphif it does not
containH as a minor. A class of graphs that is closed under building minors and does not contain all graphs is called a
proper minor-closed class of graphs. A class of graphs is a proper minor-closed class if and only if it is H-minor-free
for some fixedH . Examples of such classes include planar graphs, bounded-genus graphs, and linklessly embeddable
graphs. Anapex-graphis a planar graph augmented by an additional vertex that can have edges to any other vertex.
A class of graphs is calledapex-minor-freeif it excludes a fixed apex-graph as a minor. It is a well-knownfact that
H-minor-free graphs have bounded average degree (dependingonly on|H |), i.e. they fulfillm = OH(n); we use the
notationOH to denote that the constants hidden in the big-O depend on|H |.1 We refer the reader to [24] for more
background on graph theory.

1 this is necessary since in graph minor theory, the exact dependence is often not known.
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Odd Minors. A modelof H in G is a map that assigns to every vertexv of H , a connected subtreeTv of G such that
the images of the vertices ofH are all disjoint inG and there is an edge between them if there is an edge between
the corresponding vertices inH . A graphH is a minor ofG if and only if G contains a model ofH . Now H is an
odd-minorof G if additionally the vertices of the trees in the model ofH in G can be2-colored in such a way that
(i) the edges of each treeTv are bichormatic; and (ii) every edgeeG in G that connects two treesTu andTv and
corresponds to an edgeeH = uv of H is monochromatic. A graph isodd-H-minor-freeif it excludesH as an odd
minor. For example, bipartite graphs are odd-K3-minor-free.

Tree Decompositions and Dynamic Programming. A tree decompositionof a graphG is a pair(T,B), whereT is
a tree andB = {Bu|u ∈ V (T )} is a family of subsets ofV (G), calledbags, such that (i) every vertex ofG appears
in some bag ofB; (ii) for every edgee = {u, v} of G, there is a bag ofB containing{u, v}; and (iii) for every vertex
v ∈ V (G) the set of bags containingv forms a connected subtreeTv of T . The width of a tree decomposition is
the maximum size of any bag inB minus1. The treewidthof G, denoted bytw(G), is the minimum width over all
possible tree decompositions ofG. The adhesionof a tree decomposition is defined asmax{|Bu ∩ Bt| | {u, t} ∈
ET }. ManyNP-hard optimization problems become fixed-parameter tractable when parameterized by the treewidth
of the instance, by using dynamic programming on a given treedecomposition. The most well-known result in this
area is Courcelle’s theorem [25] stating that any problem definable in monadic second-order logic is inFPT when
parameterized by the treewidth and the length of the formula. However, the algorithms obtained by this theorem
usually have multiply-exponential dependence on the treewidth ofG. In this work, we are interested in algorithms with
singly-exponential dependence on the treewidth, i.e. problems that are inEPTwhen paramterized by treewidth. Several
natural problems have long been known to admit such algorithms [26,27], and for problems with global connectivity
requirement such as LONGESTPATH, STEINER TREEand CONNECTEDDOMINATING SET, Dorn et al. [28] recently
gaveEPT-algorithms on (some classes of)H-minor-free graphs by utilizing Catalan structures.

On Local Treewidth. We say that a graph hasbounded local treewidthif for every vertexv and integerr, we have
tw(Nr(v)) ≤ f(r), for some computable functionf depending solely onr; we write ltwr(G) ≤ f(r). Demaine and
Hajiaghayi [29] showed that every minor-closed class of graphs that has bounded local treewidth has, in fact,linear
local treewidth, i.e. in this case, we haveltwr(G) ≤ λr for a fixed integerλ depending only on the excluded minor
of the class. Eppstein [2] showed that a minor-closed class of graphs has bounded local treewidth if and only if it is
apex-minor-free.

3 Partitioning H-minor-free graphs

In [7], Demaine et al. show how to decomposeH-minor free graphs into parts, so that upon removal of any part, the
problem at hand becomes tractable. In this section, we show how this decomposition can be achieved inFPT-time
with |H | as parameter; furthermore, we introduce a refinement of thismethod.

Theorem 1 (Demaine et al. [7]). For every graphH there is a constantcH such that for any integerp ≥ 1 and for
everyH-minor-free graphG, the vertices (edges) ofG can be partitioned intop sets such that anyp − 1 of the sets
induce a graph of treewidth at mostcHp. Furthermore, such a partition can be found in polynomial time.

The essence of this idea goes back to Baker’s approach [1] forpolynomial-time approximation schemes on planar
graphs. That approach has been applied and generalized in many ways [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]. By now, it is considered a
standard technique and it is not hard to see that it is true forapex-minor-free graphs: we perform breadth-first search
(BFS) and label the BFS-layers periodically by0, . . . , p− 1; now by removing the vertices of any one label, the graph
falls apart into a number of connected components. If we consider such a connected componentC in the BFS-tree then,
by contractingeverything precedingC into a single vertex anddeletingeverything followingC in the tree, we obtain
a graph of bounded diameter. Such a graph has bounded treewidth because of the bounded local treewidth property of
apex-minor-free graphs, and so we obtain a linear time algorithm.

But for generalH-minor-free graphs the situation is more complicated; the bounded local treewidth property does
not hold for allH-minor free graphs. To overcome this difficulty, Demaine et al. [7] apply theRobertson-Seymour
decomposition (RS-decomposition)of H-minor-free graphs [10], following some ideas of Grohe [4].They give an
algorithm to compute an RS-decomposition of a givenH-minor-free graph in timenOH(1). For parameter|H |, that
algorithm is hence not a fixed-parameter algorithm. We now establish fixed-parameter versions and extensions of
Theorem 1.
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3.1 The Existence of a Fast Partitioning Algorithm

A key observation to obtain anFPT-version of the partitioning algorithm is that an RS-decomposition is not needed –
it suffices to have a tree decomposition of the input graph that fulfills certain properties. To state these properties, we
require the following classes of graphs as defined by Grohe [4]:

L(λ) = {G | ∀ H � G∀ r ≥ 1 : ltwr(H) ≤ λ · r},
L(λ, µ) = {G | ∃ U ⊆ V (G) : |U | ≤ µ andG− U ∈ L(λ)} .

Since the property of having bounded local treewidth is not inherited when taking minors, we explicitly require it for
all minors ofG in the definition ofL(λ). A graphG in the classL(λ, µ) may contain a setU of at mostµ apices, so
that by removing these apices fromG we obtain a graph inL(λ). Note that both of these classes are minor-closed and
hence, by the Graph Minor Theorem and the minor-testing algorithm of Robertson and Seymour [30,31], they can be
recognized in timeOH(n3).

Given a graphG, consider a tree decomposition(T,B) of G and a bagB in B. Theclosureof B, denoted byB, is
the graph obtained fromG[B] by adding some edges so thatB ∩B′ induces a clique inB, for every bagB′ 6= B. We
sayG has a tree decomposition(strongly) overa class of graphsC if there exists a tree decomposition ofG so that the
closure of each bag is inC. Note that ifC is minor-closed then the class of graphs having a tree decomposition overC
is minor-closed, too. Using the Robertson-Seymour decomposition theorem [10], Grohe [4] proved that for everyH
there exist computableλ, µ, andκ depending only on|H |, so that anyH-minor-free graph admits a tree decomposition
overL(λ, µ) with adhesion at mostκ. Later [32] he observed that such a tree decomposition can becomputed in time
OH(n5), provided that the excluded minors of the class of graphs having such a decomposition are known. In fact,
he proved theexistenceof such an algorithm for all proper minor-closed graph classes without presenting itexplicitly
for any particular class; a common fate when applying the Graph Minor Theorem. Furthermore, this algorithm isnon-
uniform in the sense that for every excluded minorH , we obtain a different algorithm. Nevertheless, based on that
decomposition, the proof of Theorem 1 can easily be adapted to obtain

Theorem 2. There exists an algorithm that computes a partition as described in Theorem 1 in timeOH(n5).

3.2 An Explicit FPT-algorithm

The statement of Theorem 2 is not quite satisfactory; we would like toknowand furthermore, have auniformalgorithm
to compute the desired decomposition. Dawar et al. [11] attacked this problem in the following way: instead of looking
at theclosureof bags in a tree decomposition, they look at thecompanionof the bags: for a bagB with neighbors
B1, . . . , Bt in a given tree decomposition, we define its companionB̂ as the graph obtained fromG[B] by adding new
verticesû1, . . . , ût and connectinĝui to all vertices in the intersectionB ∩ Bi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ t. We callû1, . . . , ût the
hat vertices ofB̂. Note that the difference between the closure and the companion of a bag is that in the closure, the
intersections with neighboring bags form a clique instead of being connected to a hat vertex. We say that a graphG
has a tree decompositionweakly overa graph classC if there exists a tree decomposition ofG so that the companions
of all the bags are inC.

Theorem 3 (Dawar et al. [11]). There is an explicit uniform algorithm that, given anH-minor-free graphG, com-
putes a tree decomposition(T,B) of G that is weakly overL(λ, µ) and has adhesion at mostκ, in timeOH(nO(1)),
whereλ, µ, andκ are computable functions depending only on|H |. Furthermore, theµ apices of the companion of
each bag inB can be computed in the same time bound.

Note that theλ, µ, andκ in the theorem above are much larger than the ones in the existential version proven by
Grohe [4]; but they still depend solely on|H | and are thus acceptable for our purposes. However, in order to provide
an explicitFPT-algorithm for Theorem 1, we actually need the closure of thebags of the tree decomposition to be in
L(λ, µ). We resolve this issue by using Lemma 5 below. First, we need some preparation:

LetG be a graph and let(T,B) be a tree decomposition ofG with adhesion at mostκ that is weakly overL(λ, µ),
for someκ, λ, andµ, and assumeT is rooted at some bag. We say the apex setA of the companion̂B of a bagB ∈ B
is nice, if (i) for the parentB′ of B in T , we haveB ∩B′ ⊆ A; and (ii) if û is a hat vertex of̂B belonging toA, then
N(û) ⊆ A. Note that by going fromL(λ, µ) to L(λ, µκ + κ) if necessary, we may assume w.l.o.g that all the apex
sets of the companions of the bags are nice: simply add the intersection with the parent bag and all the neighbors of
included hat vertices to each apex set. We proceed with our main technical lemmas2.

2 Lemma 4 is implicitly assumed by Dawar et al. [11]
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Lemma 4. LetG be anH-minor-free graph and let(T,B) be a tree decomposition ofG with adhesion at mostκ that
is weakly overL(λ, µ). Consider a bagB0 ∈ B with nice apex setA ⊆ V (B̂0) and closureB0. DefineB := B0 −A
andB := B0 − A. Let j ≥ i ≥ 0 be integers,r ∈ B, andLr

i,j := {v ∈ B | i ≤ dB(r, v) ≤ j}. Then we have

tw(B[Lr
ij ]) ≤ 4λκ · (j − i+ 1).

Proof. Let Û be the set of hat vertices of̂B0 andB̂ := B̂0 − A. Forv ∈ B, we letd(v) denotedB(r, v) and define
p := j− i+1. For a subgraphC of B, we defineC := V (C) and its companion̂C as the subgraph of̂B induced byC
together with those hat vertices in̂U that have a neighbor inC. Note thatC is connected if and only if̂C is connected
and that the diameter of̂C is at most twice that ofC; furthermore,Ĉ remains disjoint fromA becauseA is nice.

From now on, fixC := B[Lr
ij ]. LetR be the set of allv ∈ B with d(v) < i; let R := B[R] andR̂ its companion.

SinceR is connected,̂R is connected, too; but there might exist a setÛ ′ := V (Ĉ) ∩ V (R̂) of hat vertices that are
contained in botĥR andĈ. We claim thatR̂′ := R̂− Û ′ is still connected; to see this, letû ∈ Û ′ be such a hat vertex
and note that̂u has only neighborsNR ⊆ R andNC ⊆ C, so thatNR ∪NC induces a clique inB. But then, it must
be that the verticesvR ∈ NR fulfill d(vR) = i− 1 and the onesvC ∈ NC fulfill d(vC) = i and so, the vertices ofNR

are connected tor via a path that does not include any of the edges of this clique. HenceR̂− û is connected.
Now let Q := C ∪ R, Q := B[Q], andQ̂ its companion. Consider the grapĥQ′ := Q̂/E(R̂′) obtained by

contractingR̂′ in Q̂. SinceR̂′ is connected and disjoint from̂C, we observe that̂Q′ is isomorphic toĈ augmented by
a single vertexr′ that is connected to all vertices ofv ∈ C with d(v) = i – either by a direct edge or by using a hat
vertex fromÛ ′. Hence, the distance of any vertexv ∈ C from r′ is at most2p and the diameter of̂Q′ is at most4p.
On the other hand, we havêQ′ � B̂ ∈ L(λ) and so, the treewidth of̂Q′ is bounded by4λ · p.

Let (T ′,B′) be a tree decomposition obtained by (i) considering a tree decomposition(T0,B0) of Q̂′ of width at
most4λ · p; (ii) removing the vertexr′ from every bag inB0; and (iii) replacing every hat vertex in each bag inB0 by
the set of its neighbors. Clearly,(T ′,B′) is a tree decomposition ofC and its width is at most4λκ · p, as desired. ⊓⊔

Lemma 5. LetG be anH-minor-free graph and let(T,B) be a tree decomposition ofG with adhesion at mostκ that
is weakly overL(λ, µ), whereλ, µ, andκ are computable functions depending only on|H |. Consider a bagB0 ∈ B
with a given nice apex setA ⊆ V (B̂0). For any integerp ≥ 1 we can label the vertices and edges of the closure
B0 −A by the numbers{0, . . . , p− 1}, so that the following holds:

1. every edge has the label of one of its endpoints;
2. every vertex is incident to at most2 distinct edge-labels;
3. the verticesor edges of anyp− 1 labels induce a graph of treewidth at most4λκ · p;
4. there exists an explicit uniform algorithm that finds sucha labeling in timeOH(nO(1)).

Proof. DefineB := B0 − A andB := B0 − A. W.l.o.g. we may assumeB is connected, since otherwise we can
simply repeat the following procedure for every connected component. We pick an arbitrary vertexr and perform a
BFS inB. We assign the labellab(v) = dB(v, r) mod p to every vertexv ∈ V ; every edge is assigned the label of
its endpoint that is closer tor. Consider a connected componentC of the graph induced by anyp − 1 vertex or edge
labels. ThenC is a subgraph ofLr

i,i+p−1, for somei ≥ 0, and hence, by Lemma 4 its treewidth is bounded by4λκ · p.
The other claims are easy to verify. ⊓⊔

Using Theorem 3 and Lemma 5, it is not hard to extend the proof of Theorem 1 in [7] to obtain the following
version; on the other hand, the proof of Theorem 7 as given below also implies this result:

Theorem 6. There exists an explicit uniform algorithm that computes a partition as described in Theorem 1 and runs
in timeOH(nO(1)).

3.3 Bounding the Number of Label Incidences

In some of our applications, we need a more specific version ofTheorem 1; we would like to obtain a partition of
the edgeswhile still being able to bound the number of parts in which each vertexmight appear. To this end, we
shall bound the number of distinct edge-labels incident to each vertex in an edge-partition of the graph. A closer look
at Demaine et al.’s [7] proof of Theorem 1 reveals that this number is indeed bounded byOH(1); for the sake of
completeness, and since our setting is somewhat different,we include a proof in this section.

For two graphsG1 andG2 whose intersectionE(G1)∩E(G2) induces a clique, we define theirclique-sumG1⊕G2

as the graphG1 ∪G2 with any number of edges in the cliqueE(G1) ∩ E(G2) deleted. Note that this operation is not
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well-defined and can have a number of possible outcomes. The notion of a clique-sum plays a central role in graph
minor theory and it is well-known thattw(G1 ⊕ G2) ≤ max{tw(G1), tw(G2)}. A key observation is that when
considering two neighboring bagsB1 andB2 in a tree decomposition of a graph, the graph induced byB1 ∪ B2 is a
subgraph of a clique-sumB1 ⊕B2 of the closure of the bags. We use this observation to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 7. For any fixed graphH there are constantscH anddH such that for any integerp ≥ 1 and everyH-
minor-free graphG, the edges ofG can be partitioned intop parts such that anyp − 1 of the parts induce a graph
of treewidth at mostcHp and every vertex appears in at mostdH of the parts. Furthermore, such a partition can be
found in explicit uniformFPT-time, i.e.OH(nO(1)).

Proof. First, we compute a tree decomposition(T,B), weakly overL(λ, µ) with adhesionκ as given by Theorem 3.
We root the tree decomposition at a bagB0 and letB0, . . . , Bk be a pre-order traversal of the bags of the rooted tree
decomposition. For0 ≤ i ≤ k, letGi := B0 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Bi; note thatG = Gk. For eachi ∈ {1, . . . , k}, let Ci be the
set of at mostκ vertices in the intersection ofBi with its parent bag andC0 = ∅; also, letÂi be the set of at mostµ
apex vertices of the companion̂Bi and assume w.l.o.g. that̂Ai is nice, i.e. in particular,Ci ⊆ Âi; let Ai = Âi ∩ Bi.
We prove the statement by induction oni, label the vertices and edges simultaneously, and keep the invariant that the
label of every edge is equal to the label of one of its endpoints.

ForG0 = B0, we start with the labeling provided by Lemma 5. Next, we assigning the label0 to all vertices and
edges that are included or have an endpoint inA0. Since Lemma 5 guarantees that every vertex inB0 −A0 is incident
to at most2 distinct edge-labels, we obtain that inG0, every vertex is incident to at most3 distinct edge-labels. Also,
the treewidth of any subgraph ofG0 induced by anyp − 1 labels is at mostcHp with cH := 4λκ + µ, as one can
simply add all the vertices ofA0 to every bag in a tree decomposition provided by Lemma 5.

Now considerGi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and letBj be the parent bag ofBi. We consider the labeling inductively constructed
for Gi−1 and label the vertices and edges ofBi−Ai using Lemma 5. SinceCi = Bi∩Bj = Bi∩V (Gi−1) ⊆ Ai, we
letCi and all the edges with both endpoints inCi keep the labels obtained inGi−1 without causing a conflict; we label
the vertices inAi − Ci by 0, each edge with exactly one endpointu in Ci by the label ofu and all remaining edges
(with an endpoint inAi) by 0. Note that the number of incident edge-labels for each vertex in Gi−1 does not change;
and every vertex inBi − Ci becomes incident to at mostdH := κ+ 2 different labels. Hence, this requirement of the
theorem is fulfilled by induction.

It remains to show that any subgraphG′
i of Gi induced by (at most)p − 1 labels has treewidth at mostcHp. Let

G′
i−1 := G′

i[V (Gi−1) ∩ V (G′
i)] andB

′
i := G′

i[Bi]. Let d be the omitted label andD ⊆ Ci the set of vertices with

labeld fromCi; defineC′ := C −D andB
′′
i := B

′
i −D. Note thatC′ induces a clique in bothG′

i−1 andB
′′
i and that

D has no neighbors inBi−Ci in B
′
i because all edges incident to a vertex ofD in B

′
i have labeld by our construction

and are deleted. Hence,G′
i = G′

i−1 ⊕ B
′′
i and so its treewidth is bounded by the maximum of the treewidth of these

two graphs. But by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 5, thisnumber is bounded bycHp. ⊓⊔

3.4 Approximation Algorithms and PTAS

We improveall the generic approximation and PTAS results given by Demaineet al. in [7] (specifically, Theorems 3.3–
3.7) and also by Grohe in [4] by removing the dependence on|H | from the exponent ofn in the presented algorithms.
This is due to Theorem 6 and also the fact that Lemma 4 corresponds to Lemma 16 in [4] as applied to tree decompo-
sitions that areweaklyoverL(λ, µ). Nothing else in the proofs and algorithms needs to be changed. We refrain from
re-stating all the generic results and highlight only some important concrete corollaries below.

Corollary 8. There exists a2-approximation algorithm forCOLORING anH-minor-free graph in timeOH(nO(1)).

Corollary 9. There exists a PTAS forINDEPENDENTSET, VERTEX COVER, M INIMUM COLOR SUM, MAX -CUT,
andMAXIMUM P -MATCHING in H-minor-free graphs running in timeOH,ǫ(n

O(1)).

The following result is of particular interest, as it does not follow from Theorem 6 but requires the techniques
of [4]:

Corollary 10. There exists a PTAS forDOMINATING SET in H-minor-free graphs running in timeOH,ǫ(n
O(1)).

For all the problems mentioned above, our method results in the first algorithm with this running time. The class
of problems to which these techniques apply is very large andincludes all the problems originally considered by
Baker [1] and also most minor-bidimensional problems, whereas for the latter, other known techniques also result in
such PTASes [33,34].
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4 Guess and Conquer for Subexponential FPT-Algorithms

In this section, we introduce the technique ofguess and conquerthat for a wide range of problems shows their mem-
bership inSUBEPT+. We first present the technique for the generic problem of finding a subgraph with a property;
then we show how the idea can be used for domination, covering, and further types of problems. At the end of the
section, we discuss the relation of the proposed algorithm to polynomial and subexponential kernels.

4.1 The Technique

We state our main technique for a broad class of parameterized problems. Given agraph propertyπ, which is simply
a set of directed or undirected graphs, we consider the following generic problem:

k-SUBGRAPH WITH PROPERTYπ: Given a graphG, doesG contain a subgraph with at mostk vertices that
has propertyπ, i.e. is isomorphic to some graph inπ?

The problem is abbreviated ask-SP(π). If we insist on findinginducedsubgraphs with propertyπ, we use the notation
k-ISP(π) and if we wantk to be the number of edges in an edge-induced subgraph then theproblem is denoted by
k-EISP(π). We allow that some vertices in the graphs inπ havefixed labels, in which case, the task becomes to find
a subgraph of a (partially) labeled graphG isomorphic to a graph inπ, so that the labels match. Another variant is
that we are additionally given a setR ⊆ V (G) of roots (or terminals) inG and we are seeking a subgraph with
propertyπ that contains all the roots. We use the lettersL andR to account for the labeled and rooted version of
the problem, respectively, and the letterD to emphasize that we are dealing with directed graphs. Finally, we might
be given a vertex- or edge-weighted graph and our goal is to find among all subgraphs ofG with propertyπ and
at mostk vertices (or edges), the one ofminimumor maximumweight. We denote this whole class of problems by
({M IN ,MAX}) k-{D,R,L,E, I}SP(π).

For example, the parameterized version of the STEINER TREE problem can be seen as a MIN k-RSP(π) problem,
whereπ is the set of all trees andR is the set of terminals that are to be connected inG. Likewise, one could look
for a biconnected subgraph of size at mostk containing a given set of terminals by takingπ to be the set of all
biconnected graphs. Also, DIRECTED st-k-PATH is an instance ofk-DLEISP(π) whereπ contains only a directed
path of lengthk, in which the first vertex is labeleds and the last vertex is labeledt. Other interesting choices for
π include being chordal, bipartite, edge-less (INDEPENDENTSET), of maximum degreer ≥ 1, a clique, planar, or
containing only/avoiding cycles of specified length [7].

We obtain the following general result:

Theorem 11. Let π be a graph property such that on graphs of treewidtht one can find a (maximum/minimum
weight/rooted/labeled/induced) subgraph with propertyπ in timeO(2O(t)nO(1)). For any (directed/partially labeled)
graph G excluding a fixed graphH as a minor, there exists an algorithmA solving problem({M IN ,MAX}) k-
{D,R,L,E,I}SP(π) and that for anyα ≥ 1, ǫ ∈ (0, 1] and fixedδ > 0 runs in timeOH(2OH(

√
k logn)nO(1)) =

OH(2OH(k/α)+nO(α)) = OH((1+ ǫ)k+nOH(1/ǫ)) = o(nO(1)+δ
√
k). In particular, the considered problem belongs

to SUBEPT+.

Proof. Let p be some fixed integer; apply Theorem 6 toG to obtain a partitionV1, . . . , Vp of the vertex set of the
graph, so that the graph induced by anyp−1 of the sets has treewidth at mostcHp; such partition can be found in time
OH(nO(1)). Now, consider an optimal subgraphS⋆ fulfilling the requirements of the problem; sinceS⋆ is assumed to
have at mostk vertices, there exists ani⋆ ∈ {1, . . . , p}, so thatVi⋆ contains at most⌊k/p⌋ vertices ofS⋆. Since we do
not know the value ofi⋆, we simplyguessit; there are at mostp possibilities to do so and we try all of them. Hence,
for eachi ∈ {1, . . . , p}, we repeat the following:

For a fixedi, we have to determine which vertices ofVi belong toS⋆; once more, since we do not know these
vertices, we simplyguessthem; there are at mostn⌊k/p⌋ possible subsets to try because we assumed thatVi contains at
most⌊k/p⌋ vertices ofS⋆. For each such subsetT ⊆ Vi, we consider the subgraphG′ = (G−Vi)∪T . The treewidth of
this subgraph is at mostcHp+ ⌊k/p⌋, and hence, we can find an optimal solution inG′ in timeO(2O(cHp+k/p)nO(1))
and we are done.

The algorithm’s total running time isO(2O(cHp+k/p+k logn/p)pnO(1)). This expression is minimized forp =
⌊

√

k logn/cH

⌋

, and so the algorithm runs in timeO(2O(
√
cHk logn)nO(1)). Since for any fixedδ′ > 0 we have that

2
√
logn = o(nδ′), we can chooseδ′ in such a way that for any given fixedδ > 0, the running time iso(nO(1)+δ

√
k).
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On the other hand, for anyα ≥ 1, if cHk ≤ α2 logn, we have
√
cHk logn ≤ α logn; and if cHk > α2 logn,

we have
√
cHk logn < cHk/α. Hence, the running time is bounded byO(2O(cHk/α) + nO(α)). By choosingα =

Θ(cH/ ln(1 + ǫ)) = Θ(cH/ǫ), we obtain our result. ⊓⊔

Using the result of Dorn et al. [28] that the following problems are inEPT on (some)H-minor-free graphs when
parameterized by treewidth, we immediately obtain:

Corollary 12. For any graphH , the problemDIRECTEDk-PATH are inSUBEPT+ when restricted toH-minor-free
graphs; the same is true fork-STEINER TREE at least on bounded-genus graphs3.

The two problems mentioned above are prominent problems that were not known to admitFPT-algorithms with
running time better thanO(2knO(1)) before, even on planar graphs. Besides improving on the bestknown FPT-
algorithms for these problems, our result shows that it is very likely that they indeed admit subexponentialFPT-
algorithms.

4.2 Guess and Conquer for Domination, Covering, and More

We introduced our technique for the class ofk-{D,R,L,E,I}SP(π) problems, where we are looking for a subgraph
with a certain property. Whereas many problems can be formulated as an instance of this generic problem class, some
others likek-VERTEX COVER, k-DOMINATING SET, ork-LEAF TREEand variants can not. We capture another class
of problems by the following theorem.

Theorem 13. LetΠ be a problem that takes as input a graphG and outputs a setS ⊆ V of vertices, and letk-Π its
parameterization by|S|. Suppose that

(i) on graphs of treewidtht, Π can be solved in timeO(2O(t)nO(1)); and
(ii) if for an edgee ∈ E(G) it is known that some solution ofS excludes both endpoints ofe thenΠ can be reduced

to finding a solution inG− e.

Then for any graphG excluding a fixed minorH there exists an algorithmA solvingk-Π on instance(G, k) such that
for anyα ≥ 1, 0 < ǫ ≤ 1, and fixedδ > 0, algorithmA runs in timeOH(2OH(

√
k logn)nO(1)) = OH(2OH(k/α) +

nO(α)) = OH((1 + ǫ)k + nOH(1/ǫ)) = o(nO(1)+δ
√
k). In particular,k-Π belongs toSUBEPT+.

Proof. Let p be a fixed integer and letE1, . . . , Ep be the edge partition obtained by Theorem 7, so that the graph
induced by anyp− 1 of the parts has treewidth at mostcHp and furthermore, each vertex appears in at mostdH of the
parts. LetS⋆ be an optimal solution toP having at mostk vertices; then the total number of appearances of vertices in
S⋆ in the partsE1, . . . , Ep is bounded bydHk, wheredH is the constant from Theorem 7. It follows that there exists
ani⋆ ∈ {1, . . . , p} such that the graph induced byEi⋆ contains at most⌊dHk/p⌋ vertices ofS⋆. Weguessthe value
of i⋆ and the set of verticesT ⋆ := S⋆ ∩ Ei⋆ by trying allpn⌊dHk/p⌋ possibilities.

Because of assumption (ii), we can delete all the edges inEi⋆ that do not have an endpoint inT ⋆. The graph
G − Ei⋆ has treewidth at mostcHp and by adding the vertices ofT ⋆ to every bag in such a tree decomposition, the
width becomes at mostcHp + ⌊dHk/p⌋. By choosingp :=

⌊√
k logn

⌋

and repeating the analysis in the proof of
Theorem 11, we obtain our result. ⊓⊔

The VERTEX COVER problem satisfies property (ii) above because if for an edgee, we know that both endpoints do
not belong to the solution, then we can reject, sincee is not covered. For DOMINATING SET, such an edge is simply
irrelevant, even for the connected version. That CONNECTEDDOMINATING SET fulfills property (i) was shown by
Dorn et al. [28] (see footnote on previous page). Hence, we have

Corollary 14. ({CONNECTED, INDEPENDENT}) k-DOMINATING SET and ({CONNECTED, INDEPENDENT}) k-
VERTEX COVER (at least) in bounded-genus graphs belong to the classSUBEPT+.

3 In [28] it is claimed that STEINER TREE is in EPT on H-minor-free graphs when parameterized by treewidth; however, I
know by private communication that at this time, a proof actually exists only up to bounded-genus graphs. The same is truefor
CONNECTEDDOMINATING SET.
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Still, Theorems 11 and 13 do not capture all problems to whichthe basic idea of our technique applies; for example,
a modification of the proof of Theorem 13 shows that the technique also works for the undirectedk-LEAF TREE

problem. But since this problem is known to be inSUBEPT by the theory of bidimensionality, we refrain from
presenting the details. It would be interesting to see if (a modification of) our technique can be used to solve the
directed version of this problem.

Another interesting problem isk-BOUNDED DEGREEDELETION(d), or k-BDD(d) for short, where we want to
delete a set of at mostk vertices so that the remaining graph has degree at mostd. Note thatk-BDD(0) is equivalent
to k-VERTEX COVER. Whereas we can not ignore edges that are known not to have endpoints in the solution, we can
delete such edges and store at each vertex, the maximum allowed degree that remains; this information can then be
incorporated in the dynamic programming on the bounded treewidth graph. The problem has a linear kernel and is thus
in SUBEPT onH-minor-free graphs but for the case where we seek a connectedsolution, we obtain thatk-BDD(d)
belongs toSUBEPT+ only by applying our technique.

4.3 Further Analysis and Relation to Kernels

The analysis in the proof of Theorem 11 reveals that ifk = O(log n), then our algorithm runs in polynomial time; on
the other hand, ifk = ω(logn), i.e. if k is known to be at leastΩ(ι(n) log n) for any computable, non-decreasing and
unbounded functionι : N → N, then we have aSUBEPT algorithm with time complexityO(2O(k/ι(k)) +nO(1)). But
the conditionk = ω(logn) is nothing else but asking for asubexponential kernel; hence, we have:

Corollary 15. Let k-Π be a parameterized problem that can be solved in timeO(2O(
√
k logn)nO(1)) and admits a

minor-monotone subexponential kernel, i.e. can be reducedin polynomial time to an equivalent instance of size at
most2O(k/ι(k)) via edge-contractions and deletions for some computable, non-decreasing and unbounded function
ι : N → N. Thenk-Π belongs toSUBEPT. In particular, if k-Π admits a polynomial kernel then it can be solved in
SUBEPT-timeO(2O(

√
k log k)nO(1)).

Any parameterized problem that can be solved in timeO(f(k)nO(1)) admits a kernel of sizef(k) [23]. It follows
that all problems inSUBEPT also have a subexponential kernel. Our corollary above shows the reverse direction of
this observation for the problems that admit our technique onH-minor-free graphs; for these problems, we obtain that
a subexponentialFPT algorithm exists if and only if a minor-monotone subexponential kernel can be constructed.

Note that in the statement of Theorems 11 and 13, the parameter α is not required to be fixed; it can be any
non-decreasing function fromN to N. Hence, the running time of the algorithmA that is obtained by these theorems
cannot only be bounded subexponentially ink but instead, slightly super-polynomially inn. For example, by choosing
α = log logn, we obtain a bound ofO(2O(k/ log log k) + nO(log logn)).

5 Algorithms on Odd-Minor-Free Graphs

In [20], Demaine et al. prove a structural decomposition theorem for odd-minor-free graphs that is very similar to the
RS-decomposition theorem forH-minor-free graphs [10]. They also present an algorithm running in timenOH(1) to
compute such a decomposition. However, upon inspecting their proof, we obtain the following simpler intermediate
result that turns out to be more useful for algorithmic purposes when combined with known results onH-minor-free
graphs; in particular, it can be used to obtainFPT-versions of various algorithms when combined with our results from
Section 3. LetB(µ) denote the class of all bipartite graphs augmented by at mostµ additional vertices called apices.
We have

Theorem 16 (adapted from [20]). LetG be a given odd-H-minor-free graph. There exists a fixed graphH ′ depend-
ing only onH and an explicit uniform algorithm that computes a tree decomposition with adhesion at mostκ ofG that
is strongly over the union ofB(µ) and the class ofH ′-minor-free graphs, whereµ andκ are computable functions
depending only onH . Furthermore, we have the following properties:

(i) theH ′-minor-free graphs appear only in the leaves of the tree decomposition;
(ii) if B2 is a bag that is a child of the bagB1 in the tree decomposition andB1 consists of a bipartite graphW

together with at mostµ apices then|B2 ∩ V (W )| ≤ 1;
(iii) the at mostµ apices of each bag are also computed;
(iv) the algorithm runs in timeOH(n4).
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Proof. The decomposition algorithm of Demaine et al. [20, Theorem 4.1] basically works as follows: if the given
graph contains a certain fixed bipartite graphH ′ as a minor, find a bipartite graph with some apices, create onebag
out of it, and recurse on the components of the remaining graph; otherwise the graph excludesH ′ as a minor and
the RS-decomposition can be applied. Now instead of applying the RS-decomposition at this step (which is Step (7)
of the algorithm in [20]), we simply create a bag containing the current subgraph and connect it as a leaf to the tree
decomposition. All other properties follow directly from [20, Theorem 4.1] and its proof and analysis. ⊓⊔

Together with Theorem 3 we obtain the following corollary:

Corollary 17. There is an explicit uniform algorithm that, given an odd-H-minor-free graphG, computes a tree
decomposition(T,B) ofG with adhesion at mostκ in timeOH(nO(1)) such that for every bagB ∈ B, we have either

(i) the companion ofB is in L(λ, µ); or
(ii) the closure ofB is in B(µ),

whereλ, µ, andκ are computable functions depending only on|H |. Theµ apices of (the companion of) each bag inB
can be computed in the same time bound. Moreover, ifB1, B2 ∈ B andB2 is a child ofB1 in the tree decomposition
andB1 consists of a bipartite graphW together with at mostµ apices then|B2 ∩ V (W )| ≤ 1.

Proof. We first apply Theorem 16 to obtain a tree decomposition(T,B) as described. Then we consider each leaf that
contains anH ′-minor-free subgraphG′ of G and apply Theorem 3 to it to obtain a tree decomposition(TG′ ,BG′) that
is weakly overL(λ, µ′); afterwards, we add the intersection ofV (G)′ with its parent bag in(T,B) to each bag ofBG′

and replace the leaf of(T,B) containingG′ with this finer tree decomposition. This way, we make sure that the number
of apices in every bag of the global tree decomposition is themaximum of the value obtained from Theorem 16 and
µ′ + κ and letµ be this maximum. ⊓⊔

The proof of the following theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 7; only note that the vertex set of a graph
from B(µ) naturally has a partition into2 parts of bounded treewidth: just take each part of the bipartition together
with some apices (see also the proof of [20, Theorem 1.1]).

Theorem 18. For any fixed graphH there is a constantcH such that for every odd-H-minor-free graphG, the vertices
ofG can be partitioned into2 parts such that each of the parts induces a graph of treewidthat mostcH . Furthermore,
such a partition can be found in explicit uniformFPT-time, i.e.OH(nO(1)).

This is the best possible analog to the Baker-style decomposition of Theorem 6 for odd-minor-free graphs since
these graph classes include all bipartite graphs; and complete bipartite graphs can not be partitioned into more than2
parts of bounded treewidth. A direct corollary is the following:

Corollary 19. There exists a2-approximation algorithm forCOLORING an odd-H-minor-free graph in timeOH(nO(1)).

Also, 2-approximations with the sameFPT-running time for various other problems, such as many of theones
mentioned in Section 3.4, can be obtained. See [7] and [20] for more details.

5.1 PTASes on Odd-Minor-Free Graphs

Grohe [4] showed that various problems admit a PTAS onH-minor-free graphs. Most of these PTASescan notbe
generalized to odd-minor-free graphs as they would imply corresponding PTASes on bipartite or even general graphs
for APX-hard problems. However, Demaine et al. ask several times in[20] whether the PTASes for VERTEX COVER

and INDEPENDENTSET can be generalized to odd-minor-free graphs; this seems plausible since these two problems
can be solved in polynomial time on bipartite graphs. Indeed, we are able to answer this question affirmatively in
this section. To this end, we define thetake-or-leaveversion of these problems as follows: every vertex of the graph
is associated with two numbersw+ andw−; if a vertex is chosen to be in the solution, i.e. in the vertexcover or
independent set, it contributes a value ofw+ to the objective function; if it is not included in the solution, it contributes
w− to the objective function (the usual unweighted variants are then special cases of the take-or-leave version where
w+ = 1 andw− = 0 for every vertex).

Lemma 20. The take-or-leave versions ofVERTEX COVER andINDEPENDENTSET can be solved in polynomial time
on bipartite graphs.
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Proof. Just note that the matrices used in the standard linear programming formulations of the unweighted version of
these problems are totally unimodular for bipartite graphs, and hence all the corners of the corresponding polyhedra
are integral. But the only thing that changes now is the objective function; in particular, the polyhedron is still the same
and integral. Hence, we can find a solution in polynomial timejust by solving these linear programs. ⊓⊔

Theorem 21. There exists a PTAS forVERTEX COVER andINDEPENDENTSET in odd-H-minor-free graphs running
in timeOH,ǫ(n

O(1)).

Proof. We prove the theorem for VERTEX COVER; the case of INDEPENDENTSET is analogous. LetG be a given
odd-H-minor-free graph. We first compute a tree decomposition(T,B) of G as specified by Theorem 16 and root it
at some bag containing a graph fromB(µ); if such a bag does not exist, the graph is actuallyH ′-minor-free and we
obtain our result by Corollary 9. For every bagB ∈ B we define thesubproblem atB to be the considered problem
on the subgraph ofG that is induced byB and all of its descendants inT . We perform dynamic programming from
the leaves of the tree decomposition to the root and store at each bagB the following information: for every subsetU
of the apicesA of B, we compute a solution for the subproblem atB that must containU , must not containA − U ,
and is within a factor of(1 + ǫ) of the optimal solution with these properties; we letν(B,U) be the value of such a
solution minus|U | and store it in a table; if a solution with these properties does not exist, we store⊥ to denote this
fact. Here we assume w.l.o.g. that we have nice apex sets thatinclude the intersection of the current bag with its parent
bag; in fact, for leaves of the tree that contain anH ′-minor-free graph, the apex set is defined to be this intersection.
For such leaves, we can compute the values of the dynamic programming table by invoking2κ times the PTAS from
Corollary 9 – once for each subsetU ⊆ A.

Now suppose we are at a bagB with childrenB1, . . . , Bt (t ≥ 0) andB contains a graph fromB(µ). SupposeB
contains a bipartite graphW together with apicesA. For each fixed selectionU ⊆ A of the apices, we have to compute
a near optimal solutionν(B,U). For each childBi, defineYi = Bi∩B and for each setX ⊆ Yi, let ν⋆(Bi, X) be the
value of a(1 + ǫ)-approximate solution for the subproblem atBi that containsX but notYi −X , minus|X | (or⊥ if
such a solution does not exist). Note that the value ofν⋆(Bi, X) can be looked up in the dynamic programming table
of Bi by taking the minimum over allν(Bi, U

′) + |U ′| − |X | with U ′ ∩ Yi = X . These values can be precomputed
and stored.

Note that the status of every vertex inYi, i.e. whether or not it should be in the solution, is completely specified by
the choice ofU except for at most one vertexv ∈ Yi ∩ V (W ). For each vertexv ∈ V (W ), define itstakingweight
w+ as1 +

∑

ν⋆(Bi, {v} ∪ (U ∩ Yi)) and define itsleavingweightw− as
∑

ν⋆(Bi, U ∩ Yi) where the sums go
over all childrenBi that containv. We solve the take-or-leave version of the problem with these weights onW using
Lemma 20 and store it as the solution forν(B,U) (or⊥ if no such solution exists). We return the solution of minimum
value stored at the root of the tree decomposition. This finishes the description of the algorithm.

The correctness is immediate at the leaves of the dynamic program. For a non-leaf bagB ∈ B with bipartite graph
W and apicesA and a given selectionU ⊆ A of its apices, letS⋆ be an optimal solution for the subproblem atB
that includesU but notA − U , andS be the solution corresponding toν(B,U) as computed by our algorithm. For
a setX ⊆ V (W ), let OPTX denote the optimal solution value for the subproblem atB given thatU ∪ X must
be in the solution andB − U − X must not be in the solution; letTOLX denote the objective function value of
the take-or-leave problem defined atB if X is taken as the solution, plus|U |. By our construction and the induction
hypothesis of the dynamic program, for any setX ⊆ V (W ), we haveTOLX ≤ (1 + ǫ)OPTX . Hence, we obtain
|S| = TOLS∩V (W ) ≤ TOLS⋆∩V (W ) ≤ (1 + ǫ)OPTS⋆∩V (W ) = (1 + ǫ)|S⋆|. ⊓⊔

Note that Theorem 21 holds also for the vertex-weighted versions of these problems; the proof is analogous.

5.2 Subexponential FPT for Odd-Minor-Free Graphs

Another question that is asked by Demaine et al. [20] is whether VERTEX COVER and INDEPENDENTSET admit
subexponentialFPT-algorithms on odd-minor-free graphs. As in the case of the PTASes, these are basically the only
problems for which this seems possible as such algorithms for most other prominent problems would contradict hard-
ness results in parameterized complexity. Indeed, we can obtain subexponential parameterized algorithms for these
problems in a similar way as the PTASes above. First, let us state the following known result4.

4 I would like to thank Fedor Fomin for a helpful discussion on this matter.
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Lemma 22 (partly taken from [35,14]).

(i) There exists an algorithm that given anH-minor-free graphG and an integerk decides ifG contains a vertex
cover of size at mostk and in this case, returns a minimum vertex cover ofG in timeO(2OH(

√
k)nO(1)).

(ii) There is an algorithm with the same time complexity thatdecides ifG contains an independent set of size at least
k and if this isnot the case, returns an independent set of maximum size inG.

Proof. The algorithm for VERTEX COVER follows directly from the bidimensionality theory [35,14].
As for INDEPENDENTSET, it is a well-known fact thatH-minor-free graphs have bounded average degree [36]

and hence, an independent set of sizeΩH(n). So, all we have to do is to count the number of vertices ofG; if this is at
leastcHk, for a suitable constantcH , the answer is “yes”. Otherwise, the size of the graph is bounded bycHk and hence
has treewidth at mostOH(

√
k) [37]; an optimal independent set can be found by standard dynamic programming. ⊓⊔

Theorem 23. There exists an algorithm that, given an odd-H-minor-free graphG and an integerk, runs in time
O(2OH(

√
k)nO(1)) and

(i) decides ifG contains a vertex cover of size at mostk and in this case, returns a minimum vertex cover ofG; and
(ii) decides ifG contains an independent set of size at leastk and if this isnot the case, returns an independent set

of maximum size inG.

Proof. The proof is basically analogous to the proof of Theorem 21 above. We start by computing a tree decomposition
as given by Theorem 16. For each bagB of and each selectionU ⊆ A of the apices of the bag, we compute a value
ν(B,U), specifying if the subproblem atB contains a vertex cover of size at mostk that includesU but notA − U
and if so, the size of the minimum vertex cover with these properties; if not, we store⊥ to indicate a negative answer.
If all entries for a bagB turn out to be⊥, the answer to problem is “no” and we can terminate.

The entries for the leaves that contain anH ′-minor-free graph can be computed using Lemma 22. For a (leafor
non-leaf) bagB that contains a graph fromB(µ) we construct a take-or-leave version of VERTEX COVER analogously
to what we did in the proof of Theorem 21 and solve it in polynomial time. The correctness follows as in Theorem 21
and the running time is dominated by the running time of the algorithm on theH ′-minor-free leaves and hence is
subexponentialFPT in k.

The case for INDEPENDENTSET is analogous only that if at any point the answer to some subproblem is “yes” we
may return this answer and terminate; otherwise, we proceedas above. ⊓⊔

6 Conclusion

We significantly accelerated one of the main tools in PTAS design – namely, Baker’s decomposition – on all proper
minor-closed graph classes, thereby obtaining the improvement for all the applications of this tool. We showed similar
results for odd-minor-freegraphs and obtained the first PTAS and subexponentialFPT-algorithms for VERTEX COVER

and INDEPENDENTSET on these graph classes. Based on Baker’s approach, we also introduced the new technique of
Guess & Conquer for designing (nearly) subexponentialFPT-algorithms on these graph classes. We improved the best
knownFPT-algorithms for STEINER TREE andDIRECTED k-PATH that were previously only known to be inEPT
even on planar / apex-minor-free graphs. We actually conjecture that these problems are inSUBEPT onH-minor-free
graphs and repeat this as an important open question for future work.

Acknowledgment. I would like to thank Holger Dell, Martin Grohe, and Matthias Mnich for helpful discussions and
comments on earlier versions of this work.
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